A survey of red giants in the globular cluster M3 with the Hydra multiobject spectrograph on the WIYN 3.5-m telescope indicated a prominent Li I 6707Å feature in the red giant vZ 1050. Followup spectroscopy with the ARC 3.5-m telescope confirmed this observation and yielded a derived abundance of A(Li) N LT E = 1.6 ± 0.05. In addition, the high oxygen and low sodium abundances measured from the same spectrum suggest that vZ 1050 is a first generation cluster star. The location vZ 1050 above the horizontal branch and blueward of the red giant branch in the cluster's color-magnitude diagram places vZ 1050 on M3's asymptotic giant branch. The likely source for the enhanced lithium abundance is the Cameron-Fowler mechanism operating in vZ 1050 itself.
Introduction
Since the discovery of the first lithium-rich red giants in globular clusters (NGC 362: Smith et al. 1999 , M3: Kraft et al. 1999 , similar lithium rich giants have been identified in other clusters, including a second lithium-rich red giant in NGC 362 (D'Orazi et al. 2015) and one in NGC 4590 (Ruchti et al. 2011) . Studies of lithium in main sequence turnoff stars in globular clusters have also found Li-rich stars even at this earlier evolutionary phase (M92: Boesgaard et al. 1998 , NGC 6397: Koch et al. 2011 M4: Monaco et al. 2012 ). Koch et al. discovered a turnoff star in the metal-poor globular cluster NGC 6397 with a lithium abundance A(LI) N LT E = 4.0, significantly higher than both the predictions of Big Bang nucleosynthesis (Cyburt et al. 2008 ) and the observed lithium abundance in unevolved halo metal-poor stars (Sbordone et al. 2010) . Domínguez et al (2004) and Kirby et al. (2012) discovered 15 Li-rich, metal-poor giants in dwarf spheroidal galaxies near the Milky Way. Kirby et al. provide a preliminary estimate of 0.85% for the frequency of super-litihum-rich red giants in dwarf spheroidal galaxies, consistent with the 1% frequency of occurance of lithium rich giants in Galactic stellar populations (Brown et al. 1989 , Ruchti et al. 2011 ).
Many authors have reprised discussions of lithium dilution and depletion as stars evolved from the main sequence to the red giant branch and beyond (see, for example, Kirby et al. 2012 and 2016 , or D'Orazi et al. 2015 and references therein). High lithium abundances in dwarf and giant stars are usually inconsistent with the standard model of stellar evolution, and several authors have proposed explanations for their origin. Monaco et al. (2012) offer two alternatives to explain the presence of a lithium-rich dwarf star in the globular cluster M4, either that the star has preserved lithium from its formation (while other stars of the same temperature in the cluster have not) or the excess lithium results from mass transfer from a former asymptotic giant branch (AGB) companion. Koch et al. (2011) consider that the lithium-rich turnoff star in NGC 6397 could have resulted from mass transfer from a former red giant companion star that underwent cool-bottom processing (CPB; Wasserburg et al. 1995) , but also propose other mechanisms, including possible diffusion of lithium to the surface. Wasserburg et al. (1995) and Boothroyd et al. (1995) computed models with enhanced mixing to explore CPB and hot-bottom burning (HBB) in low mass stars. They explored and predicted changes in the surface compositions of stars due to deeper mixing in each case. Sackmann & Boothroyd (1999) examined the effect of CBP on the abundances of light elements, and specifically on the abundance of lithium in low mass red giants. They found that CBP in red giants could produce surface lithium abundances as high as A(Li) = 4 through the Cameron-Fowler conveyor (Cameron & Fowler 1971) with appropriate tuning of the mixing mechanism. Palacios et al. (2001) proposed a scenario to explain anomalously high lithium abundances in giants above the red giant luminosity function bump (LFB). Under certain conditions, newly synthesized lithium from the star's interior adds to a star's energy production. Palacios et al. argue that rotation-induced mixing can occur when the hydrogen burning zone reaches the molecular weight discontinuity following the first dredge-up. The extra mixing brings 7 Be upwards, where it decays to 7 Li. The 7 Li reacts with protons in a thin "lithium burning shell," increasing the luminosity of the star by perhaps a third. Palacios et al. suggest that the energy release from the lithium burning shell also enhances transport of processed material into the convective zone, raising the surface lithium abundance. The high surface lithium abundance is only temporary, however, since the star returns to its normal structure after a lithium burning episode, and the fresh lithium is eventually destroyed as it passes through the deep regions of the convective zone.
D 'Orazi et al. (2015) identified a lithium-rich giant close to the LFB in the globular cluster NGC 362, but cannot confirm whether the star is on the red giant branch or on the pre-zero-age horizontal branch. If the former, D'Orazi et al. suggest that the lithium could have been brought to the surface through enhanced mixing at the LFB bump, while if the latter, synthesis during the helium flash could have occurred. Ruchti et al. (2011) found eight lithium-rich metal poor giants in a survey of over 700 metal-poor giants, and determined that the composition of the lithium-rich stars is similar to that of normal stars. They suggest that the high lithium results either from extra mixing at the LFB or from cool bottom processing in the AGB phase. Kirby et al. (2012) argue that lithium enrichment through enhanced mixing following the luminosity function bump is a short-lived phase shared by all metal-poor red giants. They suggest that a high surface lithium phase that lasts 1% of a giant's lifetime above the bump could explain the fraction of high lithium stars observed.
More recently, Kirby et al. (2016) reported on a survey of nearly 1800 RGB and AGB stars in 25 clusters. They provide clear criteria for designating a star as lithium-rich and found that only one in 500 cluster RGB stars are lithium-rich, while 1 in 60 AGB stars can be classified as lithium-rich. They reviewed scenarios to produce the lithium enhancement, including planet engulfment, self-enrichment through the Cameron-Fowler conveyor, and binary mass-transfer. Kirby et al. conclude that deep mixing at the helium core flash could explain the high lithium abundances in HB and AGB stars, and that binary mass transfer number density of H atoms.
from post-core-flash stars could account for lithium-rich RGB stars.
We report here the detection of a prominent Li I 6707Å feature in the low mass, metal-poor, red giant star vZ 1050 in the globular cluster M3. In Section 2 we describe our observations and data reduction, while in Section 3 we discuss our analysis methods and the resulting abundances of elements, including lithium, in vZ 1050. Scenarios for the origin of the high lithium abundance are reviewed in Section 4, and our conclusions are summarized in Section 5.
Observations and Data Reductions
The M3 giant vZ 1050 (J2000: 13h 43m 15.17s, +28
• 21' 10.61") in the globular cluster M3 (von Zeipel 1908; also known as K666 from Kustner 1922 and SK 291 from Sandage & Katem 1982) was included in a sample of stars observed with the Hydra multi-fiber spectrograph on the WIYN 3.5 m telescope on Kitt Peak. These observations were described and analyzed by Johnson et al. (2005) , although the star vZ 1050 was not included in their analysis, most likely because infrared photometry is not available for the star. The Hydra spectrum of vZ 1050 reveals a strong feature of Li I at 6707Å . Followup observations of vZ 1050 were obtained with the 3.5 m telescope at the Apache Point Observatory in May, 2014, using the ARCES echelle spectrograph (Wang et al. 2003) . These higher resolution, higher S/N ratio observations are analyzed here.
The ARCES echelle spectrograph provides wavelength coverage from 3500Å to 10,000 A with a resolving power of R = ∼31,500 (2.5 pixels) using the 1.6" x 3.2" slit. Two 3600s observations of vZ 1050 were obtained on 18 and 19 May 2014, for a total integration time of 7200 seconds. Images were bias corrected, flat-fielded, cleaned and extracted to one dimensional spectra, wavelength calibrated, continuum normalized, and combined to a single spectrum using IRAF 2 . At wavelengths longer than 5000Å the signal-to-noise ratio of the final, reduced spectrum is typically 75 near the center of the orders, but declines to near 50 at the edges and to shorter wavelengths. The spectrum of vZ 1050 at the Li I feature is shown in Figure 1 , along with synthetic spectra that will be discussed in the next section. Tucholke et al. (1994) indicated that vZ 1050 is a 98% probable member of M3, and Pilachowski et al. (2000) reported a radial velocity of -150 km s −1 , consistent with the star's membership in M3. Photometry from Sandage and Katem (1982) provides a V magnitude for the star of V=14.23 ± 0.031, with a B-V color of B-V=0.93 ± 0.039. Tucholke et al. (1994) give a B magnitude of 15.16, consistent with the Sandage and Katem photometry. No K magnitude is available in SIMBAD. We adopt a distance modulus (m-M) V = 15.07 and a reddening E(B-V) = 0.01 from Harris (1996 Harris ( , updated 2010 .
Analysis and Abundances
We determine the abundance of several elements in vZ 1050 under the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium using the MOOG spectrum synthesis program (Sneden 1973 (Sneden , 2014 . We adopted the Yong et al. (2014) line list and gf values for the analysis. Equivalent widths were measured using the splot routine in IRAF and equivalent widths were used to determine the abundances of most species (exceptions are noted below). The equivalent widths for the spectral lines used are provided in Table 1 , which also includes the gf values, line excitation potentials, and the wavelengths of the spectral lines used.
Model atmospheres for vZ 1050 were interpolated in the MARCS
3 grid (Gustafsson et al. 2008) . Approximate initial atmospheric parameters were estimated from vZ 1050's color and V magnitude and were refined by minimizing trends of abundance vs. excitation potential using Fe I lines and vs. equivalent width using Fe I lines. Fe I and II lines were used to fix the surface gravity. Ti I and Ti II lines could provide second estimate of the gravity, but in practice, the Ti I lines scatter widely and the number of reliable lines is small. The resulting Ti abundances from Ti I and Ti II lines are within a standard deviation. Changes of 100K in temperature and 0.2 km s −1 in microturbulence from the adopted values are sufficient to introduce noticeable trends.
The final adopted atmospheric parameters for vZ 1050 are T ef f = 4800 ± 100 K, log g = 1.8 ± 0.3, [Fe/H] = -1.5 ± 0.1, and v T = 1.1 ± 0.2 km s −1 , consistent with the star's position in M3's color magnitude diagram. Our derived abundances for vZ 1050 are given in Table 2 , along with the statistical standard deviation of the measurements for each speccies and the number of lines used for each species. For species with two or fewer lines measured, we have estimated the uncertainty based on the dispersion for similar species. Figure 2 , we derive similar abundances for most elements, within the range of our uncertainties.
Lithium
The lithium abundance can be determined from the Li I 670Å doublet using spectrum synthesis. The strength of the Li I feature places vZ 1050 among the small population of Li-rich giants found in globular clusters. In the region of the Li feature at 6700Å in the observed spectrum, the S/N ratio is 70. We adopted the Reddy et al (2002) line list for the Li region; this list includes several known features that may blend with the Li I feature, including CN, Sm II, V I, Cr I, Ce II, Ti I, and Ca I. The equivalent width of the Li I feature is 95 mÅ , significantly stronger than any of the possible blends, which make little contribution to the overall strength of the feature. Our best fit synthesized spectrum in Figure 2 indicates an LTE lithium abundance of A(Li) = 1.52 ± 0.05. A second Li I feature at 6103Å may be present in our spectrum, but at a temperature of T ef f = 4800 K the 6103 A feature too weak to measure. An upper limit of A(Li) = 1.5 is consistent with the observed noise in this spectral region. A 6 Li/ 7 Li ratio of 10% was assumed in fitting the Li I feature, and this abundance represents the total lithium abundance in vZ 1050. The resolution of our spectrum is not sufficient to measure the isotope ratio directly. Figure 2 also includes two additional synthetic spectra at values of A(Li) LT E = 1.4 (blue dashed) and 1.6 (green dashed). Changes in the input lithium abundance of the synthetic spectrum of more than 0.05 dex from our nominal value are clearly incompatible with the observed spectrum.
Corrections to the abundance of lithium for departures from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) have been computed by Lind et al. (2009) . For stars with atmospheric parameters similar to those of vZ 1050, the corrections are 0.08 dex, in the sense ∆A(Li) = A(Li) N LT E -A(Li) LT E . Applying this correction to our LTE abundance gives an abundance A(Li) N LT E =1.60±0.17, taking into account the uncertainties in the model parameters as well as the observational uncertainties.
The Kirby et al. (2016) criterion identifies stars as lithium-rich if their abundances are above A(Li) N LT E = 1.1 at the absolute magnitude of vZ 1050. The relatively high abundance confirms that vZ 1050 is a second Li-rich giant in M3, in addition to the RGB star IV-101 (Kraft et al. 1999 ).
Oxygen
The oxygen abundance can be determined from the [O I] feature at 6300Å using spectrum synthesis. In this region, the S/N ratio of our spectrum is 75. The region is sprinkled with telluric O 2 and H 2 O features, but the radial velocity of M3 fortuitously shifts the [O I] feature to a clean region between telluric lines. Our stellar line list, derived from the Kurucz & Bell (1995) line list via Sneden's "fixlines.f" program, includes Ni I feature at λ6300.33Å and the nearby Sc II feature at λ6300.68Å , as well as features of Fe, Mn, Ce, and Cr that are too weak to be seen in the synthetic spectrum.
Comparing the observed spectrum with synthetic spectra computed for a range of oxygen abundances, we derive a value of A(O) = 7.7 ± 0.1 from our LTE, 1D analysis. This analysis was carried out using values of the carbon abundance [C/Fe] = -0.5, 0.0, and +0.5, with no change to the derived abundance of oxygen. The relatively high abundance of oxygen suggests that vZ 1050 is an oxygen-rich, first generation star.
Sodium
The sodium abundance serves as a proxy for determining whether vZ 1050 belongs to the first generation of stars formed in M3 or to a subsequent generation. Gratton et al. (2012) have shown that a weak sodium abundance is characteristic of first generation stars, while subsequent generations form with higher sodium abundances.
The sodium abundance in vZ 1050 has been determined from three spectral lines, 5688, 8183, and 8194Å . The lines at 6154 and 6160Å are too weak to measure at the S/N ratio of our spectrum, and the 5682 feature is unmeasurable due to a defect in the spectrum. Atomic line parameters for the 8183 and 8194Å features, which are not included in the Yong et al. line list, were obtained from Dobrovolskas et al. (2014) . Non-LTE corrections from Dobrovolskas et al. and Lind et al. (2011) were applied to the LTE abundances. The 8183 and 8194Å features are particularly sensitive to NLTE effects, with corrections of -0.45 dex, while the 5688Å feature is relatively less sensitive, with an NLTE correction of -0.15 dex. After the NLTE corrections are applied, the three features used are in close agreement and suggest the abundance of sodium is [Na/Fe] = -0.5 ±0.1, comparable to the lowest sodium abundances found by Johnson et al. (2005) for M3 giants 4 .
The low abundance of sodium in vZ 1050 confirms that it belongs to the first generation of stars formed in M3. In contrast, the lower oxygen abundance and higher sodium abundance of M3's other Li-rich giant IV-101 (Kraft et al. 1999) suggest it belongs to a subsequent generation. Both stars are plotted with other M3 giants from Sneden et al. (2004) in Figure  3 , showing [Na/Fe] vs. [O/Fe] . Note that to be consistent with published work, we have plotted the LTE abundance for [Na/Fe] without NLTE corrections. The two stars clearly arise from different populations in M3.
Heavy Elements
While our spectrum extends below λ4000Å, we have (mostly) restricted our line list to transitions above λ5000Å to avoid regions with low S/N ratio and heavy line blending. Specific features used for the determination of heavy element abundances are included in Table 1 , and the derived abundances from an LTE equivalent width analysis are included in Table 2 , along with the number of lines used. .54, with star-to-star variations of several tenths of a dex. Within uncertainties, the Ba, La, and Eu abundances we obtain are consistent with the spread of abundances observed by Sneden et al. (2004) . On average, they found the barium and lanthanum abundances in M3 giants to be enhanced compared to field stars with the same metallicity.
In addition to Ba, La, and Eu, we have determined abundances for Sr (from Sr I λ4607Å), Y II, Ce II, Nd II, and Sm II. Ce, Nd, and Sm are all high, consistent with the abundances of Ba and La. The abundances of Sr and Y appear to be low, although the number of lines for these species is small. Overall, the neutron capture element abundances for vZ 1050 appear to fall within the normal range for M3 giants, and do not show a notable excess compared to other M3 giants. The normality of these elements hints that mass transfer from a former AGB companion undergoing thermal flashes is unlikely to be the source of the enhanced lithium.
Uncertainties
The sensitivity to errors in the atmospheric parameters listed in Table 3 was determined by varying each parameter by the amount we estimate to be the uncertainty in that parameter, and recalculating the abundance. The lithium abundance A(Li) is relatively sensitive to temperature, varying by 0.14 dex per 100 K change in temperature. Our results are relatively insensitive to errors in [Fe/H] and microturbulence. The abundances of Fe II and [O I] are modestly sensitive to the adopted surface gravity.
Results
The star vz 1050 in M3 joins a relatively small group of lithium-rich giants known in globular clusters, including its sibling IV-101 in the same cluster (Kraft et al. 1999) . In Figure 4 , we plot the location of vZ 1050 in the M V ,(B-V) 0 color-magnitude diagram of M3, using photometric data for M3 giants from Rey et al. (2001) . Since the Rey et al. fields do not include vZ 1050, its V magnitude and B-V color are taken from Sandage & Katem (1982) . These authors indicate that the uncertainty on the B-V color of vZ 1050 is 0.039 mag, higher than its separation from the ridgeline of RGB stars. The absolute magnitudes and dereddened colors have been obtained using a distance modulus of m-M = 15.07 and reddening E(B-V) = 0.01 from Harris (1996 Harris ( , updated in 2010 . The position of vZ 1050 relative to the red giant branch suggests the star is likely to be an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star.
Also plotted in Figure 4 are the positions of the several previously known lithium-rich giants in globular clusters. Photometry for M3 IV-101 (Kraft et al. 1999 ) has been corrected using the same distance modulus and reddening as for vZ 1050. Photometry for NGC 362 giants 15370 (D'Orazi et al. 2015) and V2 (Frogel et al. 1983 ) has been corrected using a distance modulus m-M = 14.82 and reddening E(B-V) = 0.05 from the Harris Catalog (1996 , 2010 . We note that Eggen (1972) found an amplitude of ∆V = 0.8 mag and a range of ∆(B-V) = 0.1 with a period of 90 days for this red variable star. For A-96 in NGC 4590 (Ruchti et al. 2011 ), we used a distance modulus m-M = 15.21 and E(B-V) = 0.05, again from the Harris Catalog, to plot the photometry of Alcaino (1977) . Stars identified by Kirby et al. (2016) Kirby et al. (2016) find that only 0.2% of RGB stars are lithium-rich, while a much higher percentage, 1.6%, of AGB stars qualify as lithium-rich.
As discussed in Section 1, several pathways have been described in the literature to account for the relatively rare, lithium-rich giants in globular clusters. Kirby et al. (2012) argue that since 1% of cluster stars more luminous than the red giant LFB display Li abundances higher than predicted by stellar evolution models, all such red giants may evolve through a short-lived phase resulting from in situ lithium production, followed by rapid lithium depletion. Kirby et al. (2016) provide a more nuanced analysis, suggesting a scenario in which the higher fraction of lithium-rich AGB stars results from a common but short-lived enrichment phase associated with or following the helium flash. While the Cameron-Fowler conveyor provides a transport mechanism, the proximate cause of the required deep mixing remain vague. Kirby et al. suggest that the rarity of lithium-rich stars at earlier evolutionary phases can be explained if they result from mass transfer from more massive, and more evolved companions. The absence of any s-process enhancement in M3 vZ 1050, however, may not be consistent with this scenario.
Summary
In summary, the star vZ 1050 in the globular cluster M3 is found to be lithium-rich, with a lithium abundance of A(Li) N LT E = 1.6 ± 0.05. The star's radial velocity confirms its membership in the cluster, and its absolute magnitude and color suggest that vZ 1050 is ascending the red giant branch for the second time as an AGB star. The abundances of the alpha, transition metal, and neutron capture elements in the atmosphere of vZ 1050 are typical of the abundances of other M3 giants. The star does show a high oxygen and low sodium abundance compared to other M3 giants, however, consistent with vZ 1050 belonging to the first generation of stars formed in M3. The origin of its lithium enhancement likely results from the in situ operation of the Cameron-Fowler mechanism.
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